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industry has held the
in Alaska of late, federal
continue to make a substantial
economy. According to
Opportunity, federal
during Fiscal Year 1970
This sum rivals even the
the petroleum industry during
oil and gas leases on the North
contribution to the total
Expenditures for
activities during Fiscal Year 1970
This figure represents nearly
spent in Alaska by the
the next largest slice of
of Transportation which
million.
Average federal
at 16,700, excluding
personnel, maintained the
position as Alaska's largest
the above figures, military
role in Alaska's economy.
continuing defense cutbacks
in United States global
presence in Alaska can be
(In fact, this is already
the de-activation of NIKE
around Fairbanks, and
Kodiak facility). These
are especially significant
a rule, result in a net loss
as defense functions are
elsewhere. On the
of

in a net
and will continue
Of course
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This is because they would oniy prompt Canada
in turn restrict the amount of Alaskan gas
would allow to cross her territory
In view of the difficulties which could arise
transporting North Slope gas to market across
Canada, an alternative might be to
route of the Trans Alaska Pipeline to a
plant in Southcentral Alaska (say in
it would be liquified and transported via
specially designed cryogenic tankers to a
coast
port. From there it could be piped to mid-west
markets. This alternative has already been
and rejected because, as one might suspect, the costs
involved in such a roundabout method of
would make Alaska produced gas
with gas from other sources.
All of this raises a rather intriguing
Mainly that at least part of Alaska's gas
might be piped from the North Slope to
Alaska, and liquified as mentioned above.
instead of being shipped to the West Coast,
would then go to Japan. Why Japan?
Japanese, due to their rapid industrial
have created what is probably the worst air
problem in the world. The cleanest
available for power generation and
uses is natural gas. In fact, Japanese
have already expressed an interest
present annual purchase of liquified
Cook Inlet area fields. If they do carry
this plan, total exports of the
would rise to 1.92 million tons
the Japanese possess the third
machine in the world. Hence it would
potential market in that country for
gas is probably greater than can be
known gas reserves in Southcentral
ln addition to its low pollution
increased Japanese interest in
stems from its improving competitive
world market vs. foreign
improvement has been brought
negotiations between major oil
Mid--East producing nations which
things, resulted in higher crude
producing nations continue to
companies, the competitive position of

spur Japanese interest in the
to exist on the North
should be emphasized
no indication from sources
or Japan of any plans to
in that country. However, with
Alaska
and Japanese concern over
rising, the
should not
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